1. Catch the **512 Sudden Valley** from the **Downtown Station**. Find the bus at **Gate 2**.
   The 512 comes :40 mins after the hour, Mon-Sun.
   Mon-Fri, first bus leaves at 6:40am, last bus at 9:40pm. Sat and Sun, first bus 8:40am. Sat, last bus 9:40pm. Sun, last bus 7:40pm.

2. Watch and listen for the **Lake Louise Rd at Stimpson Family Nature Reserve Stop**. Get off and cross the street to the reserve. It’s about a 14-minute ride. The bus comes to this stop once per hour.
   Each bus has a digital sign inside the front above the driver that shows the name of the next stop and a recording will announce the name of the stop.
3. To return to the **Downtown Station** catch the **512 Sudden Valley** at the same stop where you got off, **Lake Louise Rd at Stimpson Family Nature Reserve** stop.

The 512 comes :54 mins after the hour, Mon-Sun.

**Note:** Each bus stop has a sign specific to the stop showing which bus stops there and the times it arrives. This is the sign at the Lake Louise Rd at Stimpson Family Nature Reserve stop.

**Optional:** Watch and listen for **Lake Whatcom Blvd at Gate 2** stop. Cross the street for Tino’s Pizza or a treat from Valley Market & Deli. It’s about a 10-minute ride from Stimpson Family Nature Reserve.
To return to the **Downtown Station** from Tino’s or the Market, catch the **512 Downtown** at the same stop where you got off, **Lake Whatcom Blvd at Gate 2** stop. The 512 comes :03 mins after the hour, Mon-Sun.

**Note:** This is the stop specific sign for Lake Whatcom Blvd at Gate 2. Notice, the name of the bus has now changed to 512 Downtown as it’s heading back to town.

You can also use **512 Sudden Valley** route, this same bus, to get to **Lookout Mountain Preserve Park**. Watch and listen for **Lake Louise Rd at Gate 9** stop.